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hey baby teaching short and slow
songs in the ESL classroom
dale T griffee university of pittsburgh ELI japan

this is the second in a series of four
articles on using popular songs in the
language classroom the first article titled
hey baby teaching songs that tell

stories in the ESL classroom appeared
in the TESL reporter vol 23 no 3 july
1990 issue and featured four techniques
1 tell them A story a way of
introducing a story song 2 strip songs
a listening technique that provides students
with the lyrics 3 paraphrasing a writing
and discussion technique that uses
paraphrasing as a way of working with
vocabulary and meaning and finally 4
point of view a discussion technique for
students at the intermediate and above
levels

this article deals with short and slow
songs the third article in this series will
discuss short and fast songs and the final
article will discuss long songs

short and slow songs

short and slow songs are songs that
have a slow tempo and last less than three
to three and a half minutes although many
short and slow songs may be much
shorter short and slow songs usually
have only one or two verses with no
repeating refrains they rarely tell stories
although they may have complex imagery
and vocabulary short and slow songs are
popular with language teachers because
teachers believe they are easy to teach and
easy for students to understand I1 have
even attended song presentations where the
presenter suggested that only short and

slow songs were suitable for the language
classroom see the end of this article for a
selected list of short and slow songs

A possible lesson plan

teachers sometimes wonder how many
techniques should be used to teach one
song this question can be answered only
by the teacher in the classroom who is in
a position to take into account variables
such as time available student interest and
the object of the lesson plan this article
will explain five techniques from which
classroom teachers can choose drawing
the song and pictures introduce and
preteach vocabulary the clozealoze passage
gives the lyrics to students by means of
listening song cards and song word
puzzles both offer additional ways of
working with vocabulary and grammar
while I1 find short and slow songs to be

very helpful for listening and vocabulary
work I1 dont usually select them for use
with extended discussions for a
discussion technique see the technique
point of view in the first article in this
series which is suitable for all types of
songs the first two techniques drawing
the song and pictures should probably be
done first but the remaining three
techniques could be done in any order
although the clozealoze passage and song
cards are recommended for use with short
and slow songs the remaining three
techniques can be employed with any type
of song I1 will use the short and slow
song I1 left my heart in san francisco
to illustrate the techniques
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drawing the song

this vocabulary technique builds the
skills of listening grammar prepositions
of location and to a lesser extent
discussion it can be used with very low
to intermediate level students this
technique doesnt have steps but it has
several alternatives

one alternative is for the teacher to draw
objects mentioned in the song writing
the name of the item under each drawing
in the song I1 left my heart in san
francisco this procedure would result in
a drawing such as the one below

another alternative for a higher level
class or as a review is to have the class
listen to the song and then ask students to
draw a scene from the song or a scene
they feel is suggested by the song the
pictures they produce can then be
discussed in small or large groups

A third alternative is to dictate the
drawing to the students using prepositions
of locations such as above over next to

slightly to the left etc for example
draw a hill and at the top of the hill draw

a house and under the house write the
word home

A final alternative is to ask students to
draw their personal responses to a song
for example after they listen to a song
such as the marvelous toy students
can draw a favorite toy they had as a
child

pictures

like the previous technique pictures
works with all songs to introduce
vocabulary and practice listening and
limited discussion it is based on the
assumption that pictures from magazines
travel brochures or calendars create strong
images of the song and help students
remember vocabulary it can be used with
very low to intermediate level students

make a list of all the vocabulary in the
song that could be illustrated by a picture
eg objects locations and cities decide

if you want to list the vocabulary on the

w i
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board collect corresponding pictures and
show them to the class as they identify the
vocabulary items A short discussion can
be conducted while showing the pictures
using questions such as do you know
what this is and have you ever been
here if you want to use the song again
store the pictures in a safe place such as a
clear plastic folder so repeated use does not
damage them

extensionse2qensions
1 show the pictures and ask the class to

guess the type of song eg love
country rock etc or which vocabu-
lary items might be in the song

2 show the class the pictures after they
have listened to the song instead of
before and then discuss them

3 As a way of preparing students to deal
with the theme of the song select a
picture with a theme that is related to
the song and ask students for their
personal reaction for a song about
city life show a picture of a city and
ask a question about a city they would
like to visit or a city they remember
as a child or the city they think is the
best to live in today

the clozealoze passage

A clozealoze passage is any passage with
every nth word blanked out it is probably
the most familiar and popular song
teaching technique currently used in
language classrooms in fact in many
cases it is the only technique teachers use
and is for that reason over used
however as long as it is used with
discretion it can be effective

before you begin teaching the song
prepare a handout with the text and
blanks or write it on the board for

example if you decided to blank out every
fifth word of the song my country tis
of thee it would look like this

my country tis of
sweet land of liberty

thee I1 sing

an alternative to blanking out every nth
word is to blank out selected words which
correspond to a particular teaching point
eg blank out the verbs this focuses

the clozealoze in the direction you want if you
dont have a specific teaching point but
are using the clozealoze as a general listening
exercise clozealoze out the stressed and easy to
hear words rather than contractions
prepositions or other hard to catch words
the important thing in using a clozealoze
passage is to be aware of what you are
dozing out and why

this technique works well with low to
intermediate students and is best suited for
short and slow songs I1 have seen teachers
use or rather misuse this technique with
long and fast songs but long songs
especially those with repeating verses have
too many blank spaces and fast songs
move so quickly that students dont have
enough time to write the missing words

in class have the students listen to the
song first then hand out the clozealoze lyrics
ask students to listen until they are able
to fill in all the blanks or give up
finally go over what they have written
and verify the correct words

1 have students work in pairs
2 give students additional help such as

the first letteletterietteriette of every dozed word
for example country R take
me home

countrytis

vgjafiiqn5

countrytis

rof
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3 anticipation ask students to write in
what they think might go in the
blanks before they listen stress that
they should guess even if they are not
sure

4 avoid dozing two or three words in a
row as students usually cannot catch
them and you will have to stop the
tape andor replay the tape several
times clozealoze only one word per line

5 if you want to reusere theuse same clozealoze
handout sheets for more than one
class number the blanks and have
students write the words on a separate
piece of paper

song cards

song cards are blank cards on which the
teacher writes the words to the song each
card has either a single word or phrase
written on it together all the cards form
the complete set of lyrics while
listening the students arrange the cards in

order this activity works with short
slow songs but not fast songs because
students dont have enough time to move
the cards it is suitable for very low to
low intermediate students and works only
with short and slow songs below are
some sample cards

before you begin get some cards about
the size of business cards or cut a larger
card into smaller pieces paper works as
well but card stock lasts longer and is
easier to handle write all the words to the
song on the cards for a very short song
put only one word on each card

play the song through once to give
students a preview tell the students to
listen only and not to take notes because
you are going to give them the words put
the cards face up on a table or flat surface
one set of cards can be used by several
students play the song and ask the
students to arrange the cards in the correct
order this may take several listeningslisten

if

ings

you use song cards for review in a
later lesson the challenge and interest will
remain high songs cards are successful
because they use several sense modalities
visual auditory and kinesthetic even
poorer students who only listen and watch
while other students put the cards in order
are participating through their visual and
auditory senses

extensions and variationsVariavarla
1

fonfinoon
song cards are a good way to introduce

singing after several sessions of
working with song cards the tune as

I1 left my heart

in sanson francisco high
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well as the words become very famil-
iar to students

2 select the concrete nouns and for each
one draw a picture on the card instead
of the word mix them up and insert
them in the deck

3 paste the cards on a large piece of paper
and hang them on the wall

4 ask students to arrange the song cards
before they listen they then listen to
the song to confirm that they got the
order correct

song word puzzles

this technique works with all songs and
is appropriate for very low to high
intermediate students it is primarily a
vocabulary enrichment technique and is
based on the assumption that puzzles
fascinate students hold their attention and
give them a reason for working with
language

before you begin select a word that has
some connection with the theme of the
song but is not necessarily in the lyrics
this is the secret word make as many
lines as the secret word has letters in the
example which follows the secret word is

california which has ten letters
therefore this puzzle will have ten lines
next select ten words from the song each
word you select must contain at least one
letter from the secret word line up the
words so that the secret word can be seen
vertically after the puzzle is complete
hand out the puzzle ask students to
write in the answers and discover the
secret word conversely writing in the
secret word makes the puzzle easier you
can also make the word puzzle easier or
more difficult by changing the
definitions

2
3

4
j

6

8

9
10

clues and answers
1 city on the west coast san francisco
2 large body of water bay
3 to be by yourself alone
4 moving air wind
5 cant see well in it fog
6 where people live home
7 where all roads lead to rome
8 when people dont think of me forgot-

ten
9 a city with the nickname of city of

light paris
10 not happy sad

what is the secret word california
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A selection of
short and slow songs

julie andrews edelweiss the sound
of music RCA RCP 1558

theiletleime beach boys white christmas the
beach boys christmas album
capital records 4mxamx 2 164

tony bennett I1 left my heart in san
francisco tony bennett san
francisco DTO 10040a

billie holiday solitude the billie
holiday story MCA c2ca 4006

kiri te kanawabanawa blue skies

the rose
atlantic CS 16010

willie nelson georgia on my mind
stardust columbia FCT 35305

linda ronstadt my funny valentine
for sentimental reasons elektra
asylum 9 60474 4 E

james taylor isnt it nice to be home
again mud slide slim and the blue
horizon warnerwamer bros m5ma 2561
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